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Picture Product name Description SKU CAD

1966 Big Block/Hemi Triangle Alternator Bracket (w/o AC) Replacement alternator mounting triangle bracket for 1962-66
Mopar models equipped with a big block or Hemi but not
equipped with AC. Each will replace the original exactly for a like
factory appearance.

RRICMD2434 40.30

1966 Hemi Alternator Bracket Set (w/water pump #2205862,
2468007, 25366767)

Replacement alternator bracket set required to correctly mount
the alternator as original for 1964-66 Mopar models equipped
with a HEMI engine and with the water pump casting numbers
listed below. This set contains all necessary brackets for proper
mounting and is painted for an authentic
appearance.Applications:1964-66 Mopar models With Hemi
Engine, Water Pump must have casting number: 2205862,
2468007, 25366767

RRICMD2429 89.02

1966 Hemi Alternator Bracket Set (w/water pump #2780987,
3698468)

Replacement alternator bracket set required to correctly mount
the alternator as original for 1964-66 Mopar models equipped
with a unpainted HEMI engine. This set contains all necessary
brackets for proper mounting and comes unpainted in raw
metal.Applications:1964-66 Mopar Models With Hemi Engine
Water Pump must have casting number: 2780987, 3698468

RRICMD2431 80.62

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1967 Big Block Alternator Bracket Set (w/o AC) Replacement alternator bracket set for 1965-67 Mopar A &
B-Body models without air conditioning. Each set contains all
brackets required to correctly mount the alternator exactly as the
factory required. Featuring a total of 7 pieces, each set includes a
correct length bolt, thick flat washer and three spacers as well as
a black-dipped triangle bracket and adjusting bracket for a truly
authentic appearance.

RRICMD2425 75.58

1966-1969 Power Steering Bracket Set (TRW,HEMI/Big
Block)

Replacement for TRW power steering brackets for 1966-69 Big
Block and Hemi engines. These are for non-A/C applications. To
correctly use these brackets, the TRW pump must have a
reservoir body to rear pulley face distance of 1-3/4". Replace
those old rusted or missing brackets with new reproduction power
steering brackets. Includes (3) OE-style 5/16-18 hex coni sems
bolts for pump to bracket attachment and the bolt to mount the
assembly to the water pump housing. Extra washer provided for
use on bolt in adjusting slot. Brackets are powder coated in low
gloss for better appearance and longer life.

RRICMD2196 104.14

1966-1969 Power Steering Bracket Set (TRW,Small Block) These power steering pump brackets are designed for 1964-69
small block LA engines with cast iron water pump housings and
TRW or Thompson pumps. Can be used with or without AC
applications. Includes correct hardware to mount brackets to the
power steering pump and attach the assembly to the water pump
housing. Features a black powder coated finish for long life. Will
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not fit Federal pumps.

1966-1969 Small Block Alternator Bracket Set (w/water pump
#2402794, 2863067)

Replacement alternator bracket set for 1966-69 Mopar A &
B-Body models with a small block engine and a cast iron water
pump with the casting numbers listed below. Each set contains
all brackets required to correctly mount the alternator exactly as
the factory required. Featuring a total of 7 pieces, each set
includes a correct length bolt, thick flat washer and three spacers
as well as a black-dipped triangle bracket and adjusting bracket
for a truly authentic appearance.Applications:1966-69 Mopar A &
B-Body W/Small Block Engine With Cast Iron Water Pump W/
casting number: 2402794, 2863067

RRICMD2426 67.18

1966-1971 Distributor Hold Down (Hemi) These reproduction distributor hold downs are for 413-426 Max
Wedge and 426 Hemi engines. Manufactured from correct gauge
steel and are supplied in a bare (natural) finish as originals.
Feature the correct notches that where necessary to clear the
front runner on applications with cross ram intake manifolds,
making it a crucial detail for any concourse restoration. Made in
the USA.

RRICMN2865 83.46

1966-1971 Hemi Alternator Spacer Kit Replacement alternator spacer kit for Mopar models equipped
with a HEMI engine. Each kit includes all 3 spacers for correct
alternator alignment.

RRICMD4068 33.58

1966-1974 Alternator Bolt & Spacer Kits Each kit includes bolts, washers and spacers needed to mount
the alternator and brackets.Note: *With 3-hole alternator bracket.
Must use #ICMD2424 with this kit.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD2435 35.26

1966-1974 B Series Big Block Head Spacer Bolts Replacement head spacer and bolt set for B-Series big block
engines and will fit engines with or without air conditioning. Each
set includes a spacer and 7 bolts.

RRICMD2424 50.38

1966-1974 Big Block Main Alternator Bracket (w/AC) Replacement alternator triangle bracket for use with all 1966-74
Mopar models equipped with a B or RB-series big block engine
equipped with factory installed air conditioning.

RRICMD2422 40.30

1966-1974 Big Block Swing Arm Alternator Bracket (w/AC) Replacement alternator adjustable swing arm bracket for use with
all 1966-74 Mopar models equipped with a B or RB-series big
block engine and air conditioning.

RRICMD2423 181.42

1966-1974 Big Block Triangle Alternator Bracket (w/AC) Replacement alternator triangle bracket for use with all 1966-74
Mopar models equipped with a big block engine and air
conditioning.

RRICMD2421 40.30

1966-1974 Coil Mounting Bracket (big block,Hemi) Reproduction ignition coil mounting bracket for use with 1962-74
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Mopar B and RB-series big block and Hemi, excluding 6-barrel
equipped engines. Bolts to the intake manifold and comes
unfinished in bare strap metal.

1966-1974 Coil Mounting Bracket (small block) Reproduction ignition coil mounting strap for all 1962-74 Mopar
models with a small block engine (excluding 6-barrel equipped
engines).

RRICMD7577 36.94

1966-1974 Mopar Alternator Adjustment Brackets Premium quality reproduction alternator adjustment bracket for
1966-74 Mopar B & E-Body models without Leece Neville
alternator. The steel adjusting bracket is embossed with the
correct features to strengthen the mounting arm. Powder coated
low gloss black
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMD4067 20.14

1966-1974 Mopar Alternator Spacers - PR Premium quality reproduction alternator spacers for most Mopar
models. Alternator spacers fit between the alternator bracket and
the block. Fits big block and small block Dodge and Plymouth
models. Sold as a pair. One pair required.

RRICMF1746 20.14

1966-1974 Mopar Saginaw Power Steering Pump Mounting
Bolt Set

Premium quality set includes: all bolts, washers, nuts, and studs
required to mount the Saginaw power steering pump to your
small or big block engine, including the unique studs that have
been out of production for years

RRICMD47279 48.70

1966-1974 Power Steering Pump Mounting Bolt Set
(Saginaw)

These sets come with all the bolts, washers and nuts required to
mount the Saginaw power steering pump including the unique
black studs that have been out of production for years.
Compatible with all small and big block power steering pumps
and mounting brackets, SAE 1979 or earlier. Available in black

RRICMD47205 44.51

1967-1968 Mopar Big Block Alternator Bracket (w/AC) Premium quality 1967-1968 Mopar Big Block Alternator Bracket
with AC

RRICMP700236 127.66

1967-1968 Mopar Big Block Alternator Support Bracket
(w/AC)

Premium quality reproduction alternator support bracket for
Mopar models equipped with big block and AC. Mounts between
the idler pulley bracket and alternator. Powder coated low gloss
black for an original appearance.

RRICMP700228 31.90

1967-1971 Hemi Alternator Bracket Set (w/water pump
#2780987, 3698468)

Replacement alternator bracket set required to correctly mount
the alternator as original for 1967-71 Mopar models equipped
with a HEMI engine with the water pump casting numbers listed
below. This set contains all necessary brackets for proper
mountingand is painted for an authentic
appearance.Applications:1967-71 Mopar Models With Hemi
Engine Water Pump must have casting number: 2780987,
3698468

RRICMD2432 89.02
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1967-1971 Sanden SD7H AC Compressor Bracket Set
(HEMI,w/AC,aluminum water pump)

Upgrade the power-robbing factory AC compressor in your Mopar
with an efficient Sanden. This set is for models with 1967-71 426
Hemi engines with factory AC and aluminum water pump
housing. Mounts only Sanden SD7H compressors. Fits most
standard, shaker, and aftermarket hoods.Note: Need to change
compressor hoses, o-rings, thermostat/clutch cycling switch,
expansion valve, filter-drier for R134a refrigerant and a R134a
service port kit for correct installation.

RRICMN410702H 257.02

1967-1972 Mopar Big Block Alternator Bracket Sets (w/AC) Premium quality Big block alternator bracket sets for 1967-72
Mopar models with AC. Sets include: alternator mounting bracket
with support, adjusting strap, spacer, idler bracket with pulley,
heater hose bracket, and mounting hardware. Alternator bracket
is also sold separately for 1967-68 applications (ICMP700236).
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMP700313 366.22

1967-1972 Power Steering Bracket Set (Federal,HEMI/Big
Block)

Replacement federal power steering brackets for 1967-72 Big
Block and Hemi engines with aluminum water pumps. These are
for A/C and non-A/C applications. Replace those old rusted or
missing brackets with new reproduction power steering brackets.
Includes (3) OE correct 5/16-18 place bolts for pump to bracket
attachment and the bolt to mount the assembly to the water
pump housing. Extra washer provided for use on bolt in adjusting
slot. Brackets are powder coated in low gloss black for better
appearance and longer life.

RRICMD2187 120.94

1967-1974 Big Block Alternator Bracket Set (w/o AC) Replacement alternator bracket set for 1967-74 Mopar models
with a big block engine but not equipped with air conditioning.
Each set contains all brackets required to correctly mount the
alternator exactly as the factory required. Featuring a total of
7pieces, each set includes a correct length bolt, thick flat washer
and three spacers as well as a black-dipped triangle bracket and
adjusting bracket for a truly authentic appearance.

RRICMD2427 75.58

1967-1974 Big Block/Hemi Triangle Alternator Bracket (w/o
AC)

Replacement alternator mounting triangle bracket for 1967-74
Mopar models equipped with a big block or Hemi but not
equipped with AC. Each will replace the original exactly for a
like-factory appearance.

RRICMD2433 40.30

1967-1974 Sanden SD508 AC Compressor Bracket Set
(361-440,w/AC,aluminum water pump)

Upgrade the power-robbing factory AC compressor in your Mopar
with an efficient Sanden. This set is for models with 1967-76 B &
RB engines with factory AC and aluminum water pump housings
or pre-1966 iron water pump housings. Mounts only Sanden
SD508 compressors. Fits most standard, shaker, and aftermarket
hoodsNote: Need to change compressor hoses, o-rings,
thermostat/clutch cycling switch, expansion valve, filter-drier for
R134a refrigerant and a R134a service port kit for correct
installation.

RRICMN410702 257.02

1967-1974 Sanden SD508 AC Compressor Bracket Set
(383,400,440,w/AC,iron water pump)

Upgrade the power-robbing factory AC compressor in your Mopar
with an efficient Sanden. This set is for models with 1967-76 383,
400 or 440 engines with factory AC and iron water pump housing.
Mounts only Sanden SD508 compressors. Fits most standard,
shaker, and aftermarket hoods.Note: Need to change
compressor hoses, o-rings, thermostat/clutch cycling switch,
expansion valve, filter-drier for R134a refrigerant and a R134a
service port kit for correct installation.

RRICMN410701 245.26
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1967-1974 Sanden SD7H AC Compressor Bracket Set (big
block,HEMI,w/o AC,)

Add an efficient Sanden AC compressor to your Mopar without
factory AC with this upgrade set. This set is for models with
1967-76 big block or Hemi engines without factory AC and with
power steering. Mounts only Sanden SD7H compressors. Fits
most standard, shaker, and aftermarket hoods. This bracket
mounts the compressor under the alternator, hidden away from
view.Note: This compressor bracket can not be used in
conjunction with mechanical fuel pumps.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMN410706 339.34

1969-1971 Coil Mounting Bracket (440 6BBL) Reproduction ignition coil mounting bracket for use with 1968-71
Mopar Big Block 440ci 6-barrel equipped engines. Each
reproduction bracket features a gloss black finish as original.

RRICMD7579 57.10

1969-1974 Power Steering Bracket Set (Saginaw,Big Block) These power steering pump brackets are designed for 1969-74
Mopar big block engines and fit both styles of Saginaw pumps.
Includes correct hardware to mount brackets to the power
steering pump and attach the assembly to the water pump
housing. Features a black powder coated finish for long life.Note:
For vehicles without AC.

RRICMD2602 95.74

1970-1972 Power Steering Bracket Set (Federal,Small Block) Replacement federal power steering brackets for 1970-72 Small
Block engines with aluminum water pumps. These are for A/C
and non-A/C applications. Replace those old rusted or missing
brackets with new power steering brackets. Includes(3) OE
correct 5/16-18 place bolts for pump to bracket attachment and
the bolt, conical washer and spacer used to sandwich the
brackets to the pump body. Extra washer provided for use on bolt
in adjusting slot. Brackets are powder coated in low gloss black
for better appearance and longer life.

RRICMD2186 142.78

1970-1974 Power Steering Bracket Set (Saginaw,Small
Block)

These power steering pump brackets are designed for 1970-76
Mopar small block engines, fit both styles of Saginaw pumps and
are compatible with or without AC applications. Includes correct
hardware to mount brackets to the power steering pump and
attach the assembly to the water pump housing. Features a black
powder coated finish for long life.

RRICMD2603 142.78

1970-1974 Power Steering Bracket Set (Saginaw,Small
Block,w/aluminum water pump)

Saginaw power steering mounting bracket for 1970 and later
A-Engines (with aluminum water pump), Magnum crate engines,
and Commando engines. Features low mount design and is
compatible with most models. Use with Saginaw pump nutted or
press on shaft. Works with ICMD2381, ICMD2383 power steering
pulleys with spacer package ICMD47207. For AC or non AC
applications. Available in black powder coated finish.

RRICMD47208 194.76

1970-1974 Saginaw Pulley Conversion Bolt Set If your Mopar small block has a Saginaw pump but no power
steering pulley, this special bolt and spacer set is the solution!
This set mounts big block power steering pulleys: ICMD2381,
ICMD2383 on your small block. Compatible with ICMD47208 or
factory Saginaw low power steering bracket set, resulting in
perfect alignment!

RRICMD47207 25.18

1970-1974 Sanden SD7H AC Compressor Bracket Set (small
block, w/AC)

Upgrade the power-robbing factory AC compressor in your Mopar
with an efficient Sanden. This set is for models with 1970-76
273-360 small block engines with factory AC and original RV2 or
C171 compressor. Mounts only Sanden SD7H compressors. Fits
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most standard, shaker, and aftermarket hoods.Note: Need to
change compressor hoses, o-rings, thermostat/clutch cycling
switch, expansion valve, filter-drier for R134a refrigerant and a
R134a service port kit for correct installation.

1970-1974 Sanden SD7H AC Compressor Bracket Set (small
block, w/o AC)

Add an efficient Sanden AC compressor to your Mopar without
factory AC with these upgrade sets. This set is for models with
1970-76 318-360 small block engines without factory AC and with
or without power steering. Mounts only Sanden SD7H
compressors. Fits most standard, shaker, and aftermarket
hoods.Important: This bracket set is specifically designed for 6
bbl intakes or other intakes that do not feature the front bolt boss
on top of the intake. Cannot be used in conjunction with intakes
that feature the front bolt boss.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

RRICMN410704 193.18

1970-1974 Small Block Alternator Bracket Set (w/aluminum
water pump #3420037)

Replacement alternator bracket set for 1967-74 Mopar models
with a small block engine with aluminum water pump. Each set
contains all brackets required to correctly mount the alternator
exactly as the factory required. Featuring a total of 7 pieces, each
set includes a correct length bolt, thick flat washer and three
spacers as well as a black-dipped triangle bracket and adjusting
bracket for a truly authentic appearance.Applications:1970-74
Mopar Models (ALL) W/ Small Block W/Aluminum Water Pump,
Water Pump Casting # 3420037

RRICMD2428 67.18

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Road Runner/GTX parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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